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Abstract

Objective – The objective of this study was to devise an assessment plan to determine if repeat attendance at two library instruction sessions is statistically associated with overall assignment scores or specific assignment qualities.

Methods – The author used SPSS to calculate correlations between attendance and assignment scores and cross tabulations between attendance and assignment item analysis scores.

Results – Repeat attendance at two library instruction sessions was statistically associated with higher overall assignment scores and higher scores on specific assignment sections. The effect is statistically significant.

Conclusion – Students who attended two library instruction sessions applied skills and concepts practiced in those sessions on a subsequent research assignment. Not all skills and concepts practiced in the session were applied. Acquisition of more technical skills such as Boolean searching may require a greater number of follow-up sessions.
Introduction

Systematic reviews are a high quality form of evidence in fields concerned with evidence based practice. Systematic reviews are at the peak of “evidence pyramid” models that rank evidence quality. Numerous reports on research agendas emphasize the importance of consulting and carrying out more systematic reviews (Hawke, Burns, & Landorf, 2009; Howes, Doyle, Jackson, & Waters, 2004; Kite, Indig, Mihrshahi, Milat, & Bauman, 2015; Stewart, 1996; Szajewska, 2013; Whelan, 2014). The attention paid to systematic reviews has proven something of a boon to librarians since completion of a systematic review requires expertise in literature searching. Prominent “gold standard” manuals of systemic review methodologies such as the Cochrane Handbook and the Institute of Medicine Standards have thrown a spotlight on the search expertise of librarians by recommending teaming up with librarians to carry out a systematic search (Higgins & Green, 2011; Research & Medicine, 2011). This emphasis on librarian involvement in systematic review teams has been validated by research into the quality of systematic reviews. This research has shown that having a librarian co-author on a systematic review correlates with higher quality systematic review methodologies (Rethlefsen, Farrell, Osterhaus Trzasko, & Brigham, 2015).

Considering this background, there are several good reasons for librarians who support students and researcher in evidence based fields to promote librarian-led training in systematic searching methods to graduate students. It promotes the literature searching expertise of librarians to students and faculty, it can prepare students for a position as a research assistant, and students can apply what they learn from the training to subsequent research assignments.

This paper is specifically concerned with demonstrating, that under the right circumstances, students can learn and apply systematic searching skills to successfully complete research assignments.

Aims

This paper describes an assessment method to test the following questions:

1. Are library research assignment scores correlated with other assignment scores?
2. Is attendance at library instruction sessions associated with better assignment scores?
3. What assignment characteristics are associated with attendance at library instruction sessions?

This paper will present the results of an assessment plan developed to answer these questions using data compiled by instructors of a cohort of public health graduate students.

Literature review

There is a robust body of published assessments of librarian-led training in literature searching for medical students. There are comparatively fewer examples of assessments of learning outcomes from literature search training for graduate students in other fields. There are even fewer examples of assessments of training in systematic search methods for students outside of professional development programs for librarians (Conte et al., 2015). There is at least one example of an effort to teach systematic searching to undergraduate nursing students that shows improved evidence summary outcomes as a result (Whalen & Zentz, 2015). The literature on database training for medical students suggests that librarian-led trainings can be effective at improving the evidence based literature searching skills of medical students. The literature reveals that much of this evidence, pointing to a positive effect, comes from studies with weak designs (Garg & Turtle, 2003; Just, 2012; Maggio & Kung, 2014). A rigorously designed double blind clinical trial did not find any effect on medical student search skills.
following a single training session (Ilic, Tepper, & Misso, 2012). However, Maggio and Kung propose that this null effect could be consistent with a paradigm in which longitudinal designs and follow-up training sessions are required for effective retention of skills and knowledge (2014).

Effects associated with librarian-led trainings in literature searching for medical students can include increased confidence and use of demonstrated resources (Miller, 2014; Rafferty, 2013). However, some studies offer conflicting findings. For instance, training does not always increase confidence, it can also raise awareness of the complexity of expert literature searching and increase requests for librarian assisted searches (Addison, Glover, & Thornton, 2010).

Much of the assessment literature on librarian involvement with graduate students in fields outside of medicine focuses on needs assessments and student preferences for topics and mode of instruction. The results of these assessments emphasize the need for development of subject-specific content (Baruzzi & Calcagno, 2015; Critz et al., 2012; Fong, Wang, White, & Tipton, 2016; O’Malley & Delwiche, 2012; Roszkowski & Reynolds, 2013; Tomaszewski, 2012). The study I describe in this paper is unique in terms of content area, method of assessment, and student population.

**Methods**

Students in a graduate-level public health course (n = 68) had the opportunity to attend two optional two-hour instruction sessions that supported a required library research assignment. Forty-three students attended both sessions. Twenty-five students either attended one session or did not attend any sessions. This study compares the performance of the forty-three students who attended both sessions to the performance of the twenty-five students with incomplete attendance.

The instruction sessions were led by faculty librarians with American Library Association-accredited Master of Library Science or Master of Library & Information Science degrees. They provided the students with active learning exercises in stating research questions in a Population/Intervention/Comparison/Outcome (PICO) format, looking up Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms related to the concepts in the research question, developing a Boolean-based search strategy that includes keywords and subject heading combinations, identifying literature reviews in PubMed that relate to the research question and hand searching bibliographies for relevant studies, selecting databases other than PubMed/MEDLINE according to the need of the research question, documenting manual search criteria, and using citation management software to format in-text citations and lists of works cited in AMA style. These exercises targeted the same set of skills that the library research assignment required.

Students submitted the completed assignments to the librarian instructors, who then evaluated the assignments with a rubric. Librarian instructors received training in the use of the rubric through norming sessions intended to ensure that the librarians applied the rubric consistently.

The data set for the assessment consists of collected attendance notes from the library instruction sessions, completed grading rubrics from the library research assignment, and scores on another assignment submitted in the same class.

The author used SPSS to calculate a Pearson correlation between the library assignment scores and scores on another research assignment given in the same course. The purpose of the other assignment was to deliver a public health brief, which is a summary of the current research relating to an assigned topic. The author calculated chi-square cross tabulations in SPSS between attendance at both sessions and assignment score, defining “higher
score” as a score above the median score for the cohort.

An institutional review board reviewed the protocol for data analysis for this project and determined that it qualified for an exemption from review of human subjects as a research study of existing data, documents, or records.

Results

The author found that a Pearson correlation showed library research assignment grades were substantially (r = .534) correlated to grades on the other individual research assignment given in the same course. This relationship is statistically significant (p<.01).

The author found that a chi-square test showed students who attended both library instruction sessions were likely to score above the median assignment score. This relationship is statistically significant (p<.01).

Chi-square tests showed that attendance at both library instruction sessions had a statistically significant association with retrieval of a literature review related to the subject of the student’s research (p = 0.005), PICO structured research questions (p = 0.006), and clear statements of inclusion and exclusion criteria with a logical relationship to the research question (p = 0.01). These three assignment characteristics showed the strongest statistical association with attendance at both library instruction sessions.

Attendance at both library instruction sessions was also statistically associated with an accurate summary of primary sources and correct use of AMA citation style (p = 0.03) and, to a lesser extent, use of controlled vocabulary and Boolean logic (p = 0.07). However, these associations, though suggestive, were not statistically significant.

Discussion

The training sessions described in this study taught students how to systematically search the public health literature. They were not training sessions on how to do systematic reviews. While the sessions introduced the concept of a systematic review and required students to practice some of the skills involved in producing systematic reviews, the training sessions did not cover a comprehensive array of the skills and knowledge required to carry out a full systematic review. Grey literature, clinical trial registries, and publication bias are just a few of the systematic review search skills and concepts left out of the training sessions in this study. The objective of the sessions was to develop skills and knowledge that could serve as a scaffold for further development of more sophisticated search skills. The objective of these sessions was not to produce students capable of conducting systematic reviews. Given that comprehensive systematic review courses can take 24 – 36 hours to complete (Johns Hopkins University, 2017) it would seem inadvisable to attempt to introduce a full array of systematic review concepts and skills in the short sessions assessed in this study. The results of this study suggest some possible limits to what can be accomplished in four hours, especially when training students with little to no prior knowledge about systematic reviews.

One of the most statistically significant associations with attendance at the instruction sessions concerns the retrieval of a literature review. A high percentage of students who did not attend both library instructions failed to submit literature reviews related to their research questions. When interpreting this result, it is important to remember that students may be able to identify literature reviews on a topic but may not have the skills required to efficiently search for and access relevant literature reviews for an assignment. One strategy is to teach these students how to use the “publication type” field in PubMed. This could
significantly improve retrieval skills, as it did for the cohort that attended both sessions.

In contrast to the students’ improved abilities in the areas of literature searching, search criteria, and PICO question formulation, students’ performance on the Boolean searching tasks in the library research assignment did not show a statistically significant association with attendance at the library instruction sessions, despite strong emphasis on Boolean searching. It may be that Boolean coding skills were too far removed from the experience of this cohort to be significantly absorbed after two instruction sessions.

This study has some limitations. The data was gathered from a convenience sample of graduate students enrolled in a public health class and students self-selected into the library instruction sessions. It is important to bear these limitations in mind when considering the question of whether the library instruction sessions were a causal factor in the achievement of a higher score on the library assignment or the other individual research assignment in the course.

This study was not designed to test the impact of variation in instructor skills and experience on student outcomes. The training sessions employed a student-centered, active-learning pedagogy intended to mitigate for individual differences among instructors and their skills and experiences. Students who attended two sessions often had different instructors for each session. Despite these measures, the fact remains that this study did not collect data on variations in instructor skills and experiences; therefore, it cannot conclusively resolve questions about the impact of individual instructors on student outcomes.

Individual variation may have also affected the rubric scores. Although instructors received training intended to standardize their use of the rubric, this training cannot guarantee the elimination of instructor disagreement about rubric scores. Since the instructors each scored non-overlapping segments of the sample, it is not possible to quantify the inter-rater reliability for the instructors who contributed scores to this study.

The correlation between repeated attendance at library instruction sessions and higher assignment scores may show the transferability of skills and concepts acquired in the library session. On the other hand, this correlation may merely show that the best students showed up for both library training sessions. Taken alone, the results of the Pearson correlation and the cross tabulations relating voluntary, repeated library instruction attendance to assignment scores could be an artifact of a comparison between students with sufficient time and motivation to attend additional instruction sessions and students without such resources. However, the cross tabulations relating library instruction attendance to performance on different sections of the library research assignment provide evidence to suggest that students who attended two instructional sessions retained and applied specific skills from those sessions (retrieval of literature reviews, documentation of manual search criteria, and PICO formatting of research questions) on the subsequent assignment. When these results are considered together, a stronger case emerges for the causal impact of repeated library instruction sessions on assignment scores. The item analysis of the assignments strongly suggests that students who attended two training sessions retained and applied specific content from those sessions on a subsequent assignment.

Further studies with graduate public health students are needed to describe best practices for curriculum plans that ensure appropriately repeated training and exercise in library research methods with this student population.

Conclusions

The limited success of the two-session plan may be taken as evidence of the importance of repeated instruction sessions addressing
systematic search skills for graduate students. More technical skills such as Boolean searching or the use of citation management software in conjunction with AMA formatting may require more follow-up sessions to increase student performance.
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